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1. What is Autosomal DNA (AtDNA)?

We all have DNA. It’s the genetic code that tells your body how to build 

you. You inherit half of your DNA from each parent: 50% from Mom 

and 50% from Dad, though exactly which DNA gets passed down 

is random. Because your parents inherited their DNA in the same way 

from their parents, your DNA is made up of pieces of DNA passed 

down from your ancestors going back generations. 
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2. How Do I Get  An Ancestry DNA Test?

How do I get an AncestryDNA test? 

• To order a test, (currently $99.00) (sometimes there are 
discounts). Go to www.ancestrydna.com and click the Get 
Ancestry DNA button. Then follow the simple steps to order 
your AncestryDNA test. 

How do I take the test? 

• All you need for an AncestryDNA test is a small saliva sample. 
Your test kit will arrive in the mail with everything you need, 
including a prepaid mailer to return your sample to our lab. The 
test has four easy steps: 

1. Activate your test online 

2. Collect your DNA sample. 

3. Write down the numbers on the tube/box

4. Mail in your sample. 
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3. How Do I Inherit Autosomal DNA (AtDNA)?
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4. What is DNA Matching?
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• AncestryDNA member matching identifies other AncestryDNA members 
who might be related to you. They compare your DNA to the DNA of every 
other person in the AncestryDNA database, and based on how your DNA 
matches up, they estimate how closely you’re related—whether you are 
siblings, first cousins, distant cousins, or not related at all.

• Why it works. Since every person inherited DNA from their parents, who 
inherited it from their parents, and so on, a person’s DNA is made up of the 
DNA of their ancestors. If you and another person both have the same 
ancestor, there’s a chance that you both inherited some of the same DNA.



5. What’s New in DNA Matching?
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1. Ancestry has the largest consumer DNA database – 4 million people 
tested and growing—plus the millions of family trees contributed by 
Ancestry members and has improved the quality of your DNA matching 
results:

1. More precise matching-They can identify DNA connections with a 
better level of precision and accuracy that was possible before

2. More DNA matches – With the most recent update, they have added 
more than 900 million cousin connections for DNA customers and is 
growing all the time.

3. Improved the confidence levels in estimating relationships by 
extending the comparison methods to potentially find longer 
segments of DNA shared between individuals.

2. With that many testers combined with the family trees they share are 
enabling new findings in the science of how we’re all related. New 
methods and findings can continually predict who and how we’re related.

3. AncestryDNA is available for purchase online at dna.ancestry.com and in 
four continents and 35 countries around the globe. With over 4 million 
DNA tests in our database, Ancestry is the largest provider of consumer 
genetic testing in the world.

https://dna.ancestry.com/home.aspx
https://support.ancestry.com/s/article/AncestryDNA-Availability?r=119&Component.reportFailedAction=1&RecordGvp.getRecord=10


6. What Will My Test Results Tell Me?
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7. Your Test Results Will Give You a List of Your 
DNA Matches
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8. Understanding Your DNA Matches (explanation of previous slide)
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1. Sort By: Sort by relationship or date entered in your list: 

2. Number of Matches: Number of PAGES
3. Filters: Filters can help you manage and work through your DNA cousin matches 

Hints = leaves on the right and appear by the image of a family tree. I have found 
that if I check hints, it cuts down on the number of matches and the surnames in 
common increase dramatically.  Father or Mother = Available only when a biological 
parent has also taken the test. New = Sorted by date received. BLUE DOT = 
indicates a new connection to investigate.  Once you’ve reviewed this connection, 
the dot will go away. Stared = You can mark an interesting match to get back later. 
Trash Can = Removes a match from your list. 

4. NEW! Genetic Communities:  Click here and your list separates by genetic 
community. The list shrinks and grows with each Genetic Community.

5. Family Tree size. Lists how many people in their tree. If no tree, suggest they make 
one. Lets you view their tree if they have one.

6. Question Mark: Click on the question mark and it will list the predicted relationship 
by degrees.

7. Last Logged In: Last date the match has logged in
8. Search Matches: Search matches by surname and/or birth location. This is the most 

valuable search. Here you can search ALL of your matches and be sure to put 
include similar surnames. You can add a location with or without a surname. It will 
bring up all the matches that match and includes their tree that meet the criteria that 
you have put in.

9. Confidence: Is a number from 0% to 100% and is meant to help you identify which 
matches to focus on-the higher the confidence the more likely that they are more 
closely related to you. Best to begin with “Extremely High” to “High”



9. View Your Match
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10. Some Other Match Results
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No shared surnames

A tree with shared surnames

A pedigree listed with your common ancestors
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11. What if Your Close Match Has No Tree?
a. Search for an Unlinked Tree from the “View Match” 
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11. What if Your Close Match Has No Tree?
b. Search for the Username in the Member Directory
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11. What if Your Close Match Has No Tree?
c. Look up the Person

Many people have the same or 
similar username on different 
websites, so Google the username or 
part of it and the word genealogy. Or, 
look up the name on Ancestry and 
FamilySearch.

d. OR. . . ASK
If the no-tree match is a close relative 
or could be key to your research, it 
may be worth writing to ask if the 
person can share some of her family 
names or has an online tree 
somewhere that you can look at.

Having gone through the above four steps to formulate a guess as to the 
relationship can help you write a better initial contact email.

The above four suggestions are from Diahan Southard, Working With No-Tree DNA Matches
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12. Some Other Match Results: Maps and Locations



13. Have a MATCH! Now What???
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Set up a process for your autosomal DNA project. To determine Common Ancestors you have 
to share ancestry info with your DNA Matches – you’ll be sending (and receiving) emails and 
messages. You’ll want to keep track of what you do.

Before Contacting atDNA Matches:
1) Test parents, siblings, other close relatives; also, if possible, test 2nd and 3rd cousins
2) Document your tree with good sources, proving each generation
3) Create a GEDCOM file from your genealogy program (Family Tree Maker) to share and 

upload to the testing company, or a website
4) Add all names, dates, locations, and descendants for at least 8 generations; add more 

than direct line ancestors
5) Create an email introducing yourself, letting the match know where to find your tree
6) Download atDNA matches list and additional information (see spreadsheet)
Your atDNA Match Contacted You
1) Share the tree information you created…or madly create it now
2) Review the match from your contact
3) Compare surnames AND locations to narrow your results
4) Share personal emails, address, and phone numbers, where desired
5) If a known cousin matches, share the appropriate section of your pedigree chart
Contacting Your atDNA Matches
1) Email closest matches first (largest cMs; not total)
2) Beginners work with 15 cMs and higher; Intermediates with 7 cMs; Experts with 5 cMs
3) Share GEDCOM with names, dates, locations on all the descendants you can locate.
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14. Some More Tips
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Know the difference between a tree hint and a DNA hint

Tree hint

DNA hint

Which tree do you like? Vertical 

OR
Horizontal

AND



15. Messages You Sent and Received
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1. In the upper right corner of your Ancestry 

account, click on the envelope.

2. The list of emails, sent and received pop 

down. Click on “See all messages”

3. Here, you can search messages, look for 

sent messages, delete messages, and create 

folders to store certain messages.
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16. What Are Circles? (beta)
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Ancestry DNA offers a tool called DNA Circles which is a group of at least three 
individuals that share a common ancestor in their public family tree at 
Ancestry, and each member shares  a segment of DNA identical with at least 
one other person in the circles. A DNA Circle requires at least three “family 
groups,” each of which is made up of anyone that is related at a level of first 
cousin once removed (1C1R) or closer
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17. DNA Circle Examples
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On the home screen Members of Circle related 
To Stephen

Shows how greg04221 is 
related to Stephen



18. New Ancestor Discoveries
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19. NEW: Your Own Ancestry.com Account Test Settings



20. NEW: Your Own Ancestry.com Account Test Settings (cont.)
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21. NEW: How Population Trends Affect Your DNA Results
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